Hauppauge @ Huntington on 11/9/13 @ 1:00 p.m.

Head Coach – Steve Muller
Assistants – R. Wilson, J. McCabe, J. Byrnes, T. Madden, T. Jamison

Box Score: | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | FINAL | RECORD
---|---|---|---|---|---|---
Huntington | 0 | 7 | 14 | 14 | 35 | 6-3
Hauppauge | 0 | 7 | 0 | 7 | 14 | 6-3

**OFFENSE:**

**RUSHING:**
01 TROY GREENE – 22 CARRIES FOR 181 YARDS, 1 TD
12 BEN KOCIS – 2 CARRIES FOR 17 YARDS
25 LEVAR BUTTS – 17 CARRIES FOR 118 YARDS, 2 TD’S
33 JOSEPH PUCA – 2 CARRIES FOR 6 YARDS
02 DAVONTE EVANS – 1 CARRY FOR 6 YARDS

**PASSING:**
01 TROY GREENE – 1 RECEPTION FOR 5 YARDS
12 BEN KOCIS – 7/9 PASSING FOR 147 YARDS, 2 TD’S
25 LEVAR BUTTS – 17 CARRIES FOR 118 YARDS, 2 TD’S
33 JOSEPH PUCA – 2 CARRIES FOR 6 YARDS
02 DAVONTE EVANS – 1 CARRY FOR 6 YARDS

**TOTAL OFFENSE:** 44 RUSHES FOR 328 YDS, 3 TD’S, 7 RECEPTIONS FOR 147 YDS, 2 TD’S = 475 YARDS TOTAL, 5TDS

**DEFENSE:**

01 TROY GREENE – 5 TACKLES, 1 SACK, 2 PASS DEFLECTIONS, 2 ASSIST
02 DAVONTE EVANS – 1 INTERCEPTION, 2 PASS DEFLECTIONS
06 RYAN IWANICKI – 3 TACKLES, 2 PASS DEFLECTIONS
07 CHRISTIAN JAMISON – 5 TACKLES, 1PASS DEFLECTIONS, 1 ASSIST
09 MAJESTY ALLEN – 4 TACKLES, 1 PASS DEFLECTION, 1 ASSIST
22 KEEGAN REILLY – 1 TACKLE
24 INFINITE TUCKER – 8 TACKLES, 1 FUMBLE RECOVERY, 1 PASS DEFLECTIONS, 1 INTERCEPTION, 1 ASSIST
25 LEVAR BUTTS – 10 TACKLES, 3 TACKLE FOR LOSS, 3 ASSIST
36 TIM MATTIACE – 4 TACKLES, 2 FOR LOSS, 2 ASSIST
45 ANTHONY PUCA – 1 TACKLE, 2 ASSIST
69 JIMMIE NELSON – 3TACKLES, 1 FOR LOSS, 2 ASSIST
71 MATTEO MCNEIL – 3 TACKLES, 1 CAUSE FUMBLE, 1 ASSIST
78 VAL GUTIERREZ – 1 TACKLE

**TOTAL DEFENSE:** 50 SOLO TACKLES, 7 TACKLES FOR LOSS, 15 ASSISTS, 9 PASS DEFLECTIONS, 1 FORCE FUMBLE, 1 FUMBLE RECOVERY, 2 INTERCEPTIONS, 1 QB SACK

**SPECIAL TEAMS:**
TACKLES ON KICK: 24 TUCKER, 25 BUTTS, 52 BETTS (X2)
10 JUSTYN TESORIERO 5 PAT’S
25 BUTTS 15 YARD KICK OFF RETURN
01 GREENE 8 YARD RETURN
12 KOCIS 1 PUNT FOR 33YARDS

**EXTRA AWARDS:**
GOOD DOWNFIELD BLOCKS:
THUDS / Good HITS: 25 BUTTS, 24 TUCKER, 71 MCNEIL, 77 HARRIS, 01 GREENE

**NEXT GAME:** NOV 16th @ HOME VS BELLPORT (5-4) WHO BEAT EASTPORT 14 - 0